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its banks. The villagers are of a new race for we have reached a
country where the eyes of the people begin to slant upwards, a
sign that Aryan India is being left behind and that Eastern Asia
is not far distant.
Dibrugarh is the terminus of the Assam railway as well as
that of the Brahmaputra river service, and the centre of the Assam
tea trade.    It possesses a block of administrative buildings, an
English  church and a club.     All round, on both sides of the
river are numerous and extensive tea plantations, reaching south-
ward to the Assam Hills and northward across the valley to the
lower slopes of the Himalaya.    Beyond these foothills lies an
almost unknown No-Man's land, part of the mysterious North-
East Frontier, forbidden ground to any but the Political and
Military Officers of the Government of India, by whom relations
are maintained with the semi-independent tribes that inhabit the
jungle-covered valleys.     It  is   beyond  these  first  ranges  of
mountains that the Brahmaputra emerges from Thibet through
stupendously deep and inaccessible gorges that pierce the Hima-
laya at this spot to force its way into the valley of Assam and on
through the Bengal plains to the sea.   For long the secret of the
river's origin and course remained undiscovered and it is only in
recent times that both have been located.   Dibrugarh is indeed
an outpost of the Empire—the very end of all things.   And yet
there has sprung up in this wide fertile valley a colony of British
people who work hard and hunt and ride and dance and play
polo and drink whiskey and complain but little at their exile.
In many ways their situation is a happier one than that of English
men and women in other parts of India, for here at least the
relations of the races are friendly and discontent and sedition have
scarcely made themselves felt.    The climate, too, though hot
and wet in summer, is neither unbearable nor too unhealthy.
Unfortunately Assam is suffering from the world-depression and
to grow tea profitably was, at the time of my visit, a difficult
task.    The competition, especially in the lower grades of tea,
with Javan produce, rendered production in Assam scarcely
remunerative.
Was there ever a train that bumped and rattled like the one
that took me the next night from Dibrugarh to Manipur Road 1
I had a carriage to myself and my Mohammedan servant, a lucky
find made in a hurried moment at Calcutta, made me up a bed
from which it was difficult to fall out and most of the twelve
hours' journey passed between intermittent sleep and a complete

